Season's Greetings

Dear Girls & Boys:
The holidays will be here before you know it.

Your friends at the LEGO® Shop At Home Service have been working hard this year to bring you LEGO toys for all ages . . . starting with DUPLO® toys for children 4 months to 5 years all the way to the realistic building challenges of TECHNIC Building Sets.

This year we have more LEGO and DUPLO toys than ever before to choose from, including many exclusive sets selected especially for you. So order early!

Best Wishes for a Happy Holiday!

LEGO Guarantee

YOUR SATISFACTION IS GUARANTEED. All of us at LEGO Shop At Home Service/LEGO Systems, Inc. take great pride in the quality of LEGO products and service we provide. Your satisfaction is our primary goal—and we do whatever it takes to make it right!

“It is worth every penny! My children continue to play with LEGO bricks when the novelty of other new toys has passed,” states Wendy Pannel of Murfreesboro, Tennessee.

Cheryl Hamrich of Chattanooga, Tennessee says “. . . when I think of how my sons have played with LEGO bricks daily for over four years . . . I have to say they are one of the best toy purchases a parent can make. I can’t think of any other toy I could say that about.”

TOYS THAT BUILD IMAGINATIONS

How to Choose the Right Set

The LEGO System has building toys for every age and stage of your child’s development. Each set provides a unique building challenge with the emphasis on FUN! While no one knows your child as well as you do, please take a moment to review age guidelines when you’re ordering.
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Ages 6 & Up

**Sail into High Seas Adventure!**

E. NEW #6235 Buried Treasure.
No Pirate adventure is complete without buried treasure. Set includes treasure chest, “golden” coins, a pirate mate with his monkey friend. Ahoy mates. 20 pieces. $3.00

---

**Ages 6 & Up**

**SPACE POLICE™ Takes Control**

F. #6831 Message Decoder. A message has been found but can’t be read. Quick! Call in the specialized Message Decoder. The SPACE POLICE™ vehicle is manned by a specially trained mini-figure to handle these emergencies. 32 pieces. $4.00

G. #5171 Decorated Elements.
Customize a race car or anything else with these specialized, embossed bricks. Unique assortment includes many different types of control panels. 28 pieces. $3.25

H. NEW #1616 Space Combi-Pack. Intraplanetary adventure awaits you! With your explorational Lunar MPV vehicle and Astro Dart spacecraft. Be prepared to discover new frontiers in space. Complete with two astronauts and robot. Ages 7 & Up. 120 pieces. $10.00
New & Popular!

A. NEW #6661 Mobile TV Studio. Broadcast the late breaking news right on location. Your ace reporter is on the move and beams live news coverage via satellite link up. 71 pieces. $6.00

B. NEW #1489 Mobile Car Crane. A young builder like yourself needs help to build a bigger LEGO town. Lift cars, construct new buildings, anything you can imagine. 163 pieces. $13.25

C. NEW #6672 Safari Off Road Vehicle. Go on an off road wildlife adventure with your off road jeep. Film all the excitement of the jungle terrain. This set includes the new LEGO shock absorbers. Two mini figures and a monkey mini-figure also included. 66 pieces. $7.75

D. #5177 Town and Space Equipment. This collection will supply you with a vast array of tools and other items for the rigors of space travel. Also, excellent for LEGO Town. 35 pieces. $3.25

* Main and an alternative model are shown. Building instructions for the main model are included. To build alternative model, you will need to use your imagination. You'll find a hint on the package.
Order Early. These items will go fast!

A. **#6388 Mountain Villa.** The perfect vacation spot. Your get-away includes everything needed for a great vacation—mobile RV, speedboat, car and bicycle plus an outdoor fireplace. Ages 7 and up. 334 pieces. $27.00

B. **#6315 Road Signs.** Just like a real town with traffic regulations. You’ll keep your roads safe with these clearly marked road signs for stopping, parking, and more. 11 pieces. $3.00

C. **#1974 LEGOLAND Triple Pack.** Special bonus triple pack! Buy 2 and get 1 free. This special assortment includes the Flyercracker USA helicopter and Smuggler’s Hayride, PLUS, get a free Starquest Space model worth at least $2.29. 158 pieces. $9.95

D. **#8849 TECHNIC Tractor.** Tractor and spreader—all in one. Raise and lower the spreader or retract it into a vertical position when not in use. Power supplied by you or add the #8700 TECHNIC Power Pack (sold separately). Examine the technical details—steering mechanism, large tires and rims, and more. Ages 10 and up. 349 pieces. $42.00
Baby’s First Toys
A World of Moving Colors & Sounds

A. #2070 "Ring-Me Rabbit" Telephone. Just like the real thing. Each easy-to-push button plays a different musical note. Four pieces are quickly built. From 9 months. $17.50

B. #2020 Duck Rattle. Easy-to-hold rattle with personality. Moving eyes, funny sounds and spinning tummy stimulates sight and touch. Takes a hard bite. $5.00

C. NEW #2066 Bathtub Buddies. Floating octopus and fish make bath time a splash! The octopus is even more fun as it “rattles” and rolls on dry land. From 9 months. $11.50

D. #2050 Squirrel Push-Along. A lively crawling companion, the squirrel chatters “rattle, rattle, click, click” right along with your little explorer. From 6 months. $9.50

E. #2072 Learning & Building Center. Six removable activity blocks go in and out and make funny sounds. Keeps baby amused for hours. Flip it over and construct on a building plate. From 4 months. $33.75
**F. NEW #2641 Jumbo Plane.**
Ten pieces snap together and get ready for adventures in the wide blue yonder. Over 12" big, this set builds lots of different planes to carry freight and passengers. Pilot included.
From 3 years. 10 pieces. $19.75

**G. #2626 Car and Boat Vacation Trailer.** Take the family to the lake or the ocean for a vacation or weekend treat. Set includes DUPLO car, boat, and trailer. 5 pieces. $10.25

**H. #2655 Farm.** There's plenty of fun down on the Farm. The barn is preassembled so your young builder can start playing right away. Includes a windmill, barn tractor, moving hay bailer and two DUPLO mini-figures. Plus friendly farm animals and fences --- E-I, E-I-O! 46 pieces. $49.00

**I. #2647 Farm Animals.** A great addition for your young farmers. This set includes 8 fences, water trough plus 8 more animals. A perfect accessory for the DUPLO Farm #2655. 18 pieces. $12.00

**CALL NOW!**

(203) 763-4011
8 am–8 pm Eastern Time
**Play Sets For Work, Play and Fun**

A. **#2720 DUPLO Cargo Station.** Get ready to board your train at this train station. The perfect addition for any DUPLO Play Train. This station is complete with working crane to load cargo, a dump truck and rail-worker. 32 pieces. **$25.75**

B. **#2637 Fire Engine.** Moveable parts for extra play. Your DUPLO firefighter has a rotating ladder to climb. This fire engine is fully equipped with hose, reel and fireman. 5 pieces. **$14.00**

C. **#2301 Medium Building Plate.** Put another story on your towering skyscraper — or add to your Playhouse. Whatever you imagine, these two building plates are perfect additions. Approx. 3 3/4" × 7 1/2". **$5.50**

D. **#2619 Helicopter.** Fly to an adventure and let your imagination travel. Propeller really spins. **$6.25**

E. **#2312 DUPLO Block Set.** This fun set contains a large collection of colorful blocks in various shapes and sizes. Adds up to more building fun. 39 pieces. **$13.75**

F. **#2305 Large Building Plate.** Create your own village or play environment on this large 15" × 15" durable building plate which forms a solid base for all your DUPLO Blocks. **$11.75**

Blocks not included
I've Been Working on the Railroad . . .

G. #2717 Train Bridge. Get passengers and freight across that wide river or five-lane highways. Or make it a road bridge for DUPLO cars and trucks. 36" long. $12.50

H. #2711 Straight Track. Reached the end of your line? Then add more. Four 7" track sections take you on a rail adventure. $4.50

I. #2713 Switching Tracks. Make way for the other train coming! Let your train switch routes and rest while the other whizzes by. Comes with 2 switching tracks and 8 two-inch tracks. $8.75

J. #2714 Crossing Tracks. Now make that figure 8 you always wanted. $6.75

K. #2712 Curved Track. Make a 19" half circle with these 4 track sections. Buy two packages and make a circle, or more to make figure 8's or oblongs! $4.50

Sample Layout

Here's how to use these tracks to create your own railroad system.
Preschool Toys

Ages 2–5

A Playhouse with Loads of Room for your Ideas

A. #2770 Furnished DUPLO Playhouse. Home, Sweet, Home. This Playhouse comes with selected furniture from the individual deluxe room sets. Plus an exclusive DUPLO clock that's available only in this set. The economical way to get a furnished Playhouse. 58 pieces. $69.00

B. #2754 Bathroom. From top to bottom, this bathroom is complete — perfect for realistic play. Contains two extra vanities than in #2770. Comes with one DUPLO figure and green fixtures. 9 pieces. $10.50

C. #2752 Bedroom. In a quiet moment, mom rocks baby to sleep in the bedroom the DUPLO kids share. Four beds, furniture, opening drawers, make this room big enough for a growing family. Contains exclusive baby rocker & 6 extra drawers than in #2770. 21 pieces. $15.00
D. #2756 Kitchen. The kitchen is the central place for family activities. Prepare, cook and serve the family meals. Includes all kitchen necessities, plus an exclusive refrigerator and kitchen table set. 17 pieces. $15.00

E. #2750 DUPLO Family. The whole family is here — even the dog. Mom, Dad, the grandparents, all have movable arms and legs. 7 pieces. $10.50

F. #2760 Basic House. Quickly build your dream playhouse. In no time, four fast-build walls on a gray plate complete your house. Each wall comes complete with sliding door. Different home layouts are illustrated on the box. Add a splash of red floors with the DUPLO Building Plate (#2305 sold separately). 11 pieces. $28.50

G. #2758 Living Room. Retire to the living room to read or watch TV. Snooze on the couch by the cozy fireplace. Special elements include a fireplace, extra lamp and two extra end tables than in #2770. 24 pieces. $15.00

CALL NOW!
(203) 763-4011
8 am – 8 pm Eastern Time
New Sets For More Preschool Fun!

A. NEW #2657 DUPLO Gas Station. Drive your child’s imagination for hours with the new Service Station. Comes complete with gas pumps, service bays, tow truck, and even a rest stop. Ages 3–5. 44 pieces. $38.50

B. NEW #2614 Mom & Baby. Take your new bundle of joy for a stroll around your DUPLO Village. Great accessory for any DUPLO Play House room (see pages 10 & 11). 3 pieces. $4.75

New Ideas & Functions!

C. NEW #260 Idea Book. Build and create new models for extra playtime fun with this Idea Book. Chock-full of ideas, building instructions and illustrations for your LEGO collection. There are many models you can build when you add this Idea Book to your collection. 48 pages. $3.25

D. NEW #818 Wheel-Wind Motor. No plugs! No batteries! Energize this motor by dragging wheels along any flat surface. And away it goes. This wheel-wind motor powers cars, trucks,—anything that moves. Great for fast moving fun. $11.00
LEGO

Essential Extras

Ages 3 & Up

A. #783 Storage Case. Take your LEGO bricks everywhere in this portable storage case. Measures 15" x 12" x 4". (Bricks sold separately). $13.75

B. #789 Storage Cloth. Durable denim opens to a 3 foot play area. Pull the string and it's fast clean up. $12.00

C. #816 Lighting Bricks. Light up your LEGO house, trains, cars, and more! Requires a #5005* Battery Box. A bright idea! Ages 6 & up. 17 pieces. $9.00

D. #760 Storage Cabinet. Four plastic trays with compartments make finding the right brick easy. Extra big size (18" x 11" x 12"). Sturdy construction. Bricks sold separately. Ages 5 & up. $54.00

E. #810 Universal Motor. Wheels turn and propellers spin when you use this Universal Motor. Requires 3 "C" batteries (not included). Ages 6 & up. 29 pieces. $32.00

Start your Building Ideas with these Plates!

F. #815 Large Gray Baseplate. Extra large 15" x 15". $8.50

G. #813 Green Baseplate. Large 10" green baseplate. $4.50

H. #814 Three Small Baseplates. 2 1/2" x 5". $4.75

I. #5008 Brick Separator. A great tool makes it a snap to pull small plates apart. $1.00

* see page 14
When you're building, it's those small things that make the difference. Start a bank of these elements, & have them when you're ready to build.

A. #5148 Wheels. Make more LEGO cars, trucks or planes with these 12 wheel assemblies. $4.50

B. #5149 Doors & Windows. Plenty of doors and windows in this 36-piece assortment. $4.50

Build a roof, race cars, a ramp — the list is endless.

C. #5151 Steep sloped bricks (45 degrees) 59 pieces. $4.50

D. #5152 Low sloped bricks (25 degrees) 60 pieces. $4.50

E. Expand your LEGO brick collection with these LEGO bricks in 6 colors. 62 bricks per package. $4.50 ea. per color

F. 42 Plates in two colors. Thinner than the regular brick, these plates have many uses. 3 plates connected together equal one brick. $4.50 ea.

Extra LEGO Power Parts

G. #5005 Battery Box. $7.00

H. #5061 Motor Wires. One 10" and one 29" motor wire. $4.25

I. #5007 4.5 Volt Motor with gear housing. $18.25

CALL NOW!
(203) 763-4011
8 am—8 pm Eastern Time
**A. #6251 Pirate Mini Figures.**
Now add more pirates and soldiers to your new Pirate collection. Assortment includes 3 pirates, two soldiers, a parrot and a chest filled with treasures. 29 pieces. $6.00

**B. NEW #5150 Pirates Decorative Elements.** Wow! The greatest collection of all special and one of a kind pirate elements. This 27 piece set can equip 4 more pirates. Includes coins, hats, oars, swords, pistols, rifles and more! $3.25

---

**C. NEW #6066 Camouflaged Outpost.** The forestmen can rest safe and sound in their Camouflaged Outpost. Hiding in their secret rooms with a hinged roof will keep the intruders guessing where the 6 mini-figures are. Where are they? 221 pieces. Ages 7 & up. $22.00

**D. NEW #6049 Viking Voyager.** Navigate uncharted seas on your viking adventures. This large craft includes flags, rowing deck and observation deck. Five mini-figures included! 95 pieces. $10.75
Build Your Own Kingdom

A. NEW #6074 Black Falcon’s Fortress. The Black Falcon coat of arms are flying high in this fortress! Place your four knights in the tudor-like turret and twin lookout post high above the ground. Two scouts on horseback complete the set. Ages 8 & up. 435 pieces. **$35.00**

B. NEW #6016 Knight’s Arsenal. Travel to the King’s castle in this horse drawn cart with wooden-like wheels. The only way to travel in medieval times. 36 pieces. **$4.00**

C. #6103 Castle Mini-Figures. Explore the forest and a castle... Six medieval people of old are in this collection of Castle mini-figures. Now add forest people and knights and a farmer to your castle village. Many special medieval tools like shields, swords, bow and arrows, are included. A must for every LEGO Castle King like you. 32 pieces. **$6.00**

D. NEW #6060 Knight’s Challenge. There’s plenty of excitement at this festival. Prepare your knights for the sport of challenge. Who will win the Queen of LEGOLAND’s favor and coveted prize for the best knight. Comes complete with 8 mini-figures. Ages 7–12. 160 pieces. **$21.00**
Relive Medieval Times!

E. #6039 Twin Arm Launcher. Powerful enough to propel barrels over fortress and castle walls. Complete with foot soldier and mounted knight. 73 pieces. $7.75

F. #6062 Battering Ram. Banners fly from both sides of this fortress. Ward off the invaders and the battering ram. With your imagination, you can also build a Seige Post, A Treasure Guard or a Look-out Tower with this set. Includes 6 knights. 233 pieces. $21.00

G. #5184 Castle Equipment. Wow! A great collection of all your special castle elements. This 30 piece assortment can equip 6 additional castle knights. Look at all you get — helmets, decorative shields, bows and arrows, swords, spears, axes and more! $3.25

H. #6067 Guarded Inn. A great addition to your LEGO medieval series. The Inn has two entrances — one to the Inn and the other to the stable. The Inn is safely guarded by the knight on the roof. Notice all the special elements — unique corner elements, cups, hats — and the decorations on the knights. Finished exciting alternative models are illustrated. 246 pieces. $24.00
**Dial 911 For Adventure**

**A. #6392 Airport.** From the restaurant or control tower, watch as the airplane comes in for a beautiful landing. The ground floor boasts a place for customs and passport examination, and waiting room for pilot and passengers toting their luggage. Comes with 4 landing baseplates. 473. **$52.75**

Want more airport plates? Look at airport accessories on page 21.

**B. #6643 Fire Truck.** Save your LEGO Town from fires by adding this fire truck to your collection. Complete with a fireman, fire extinguishers and breathing apparatus. Order now for hot excitement. 68 pieces. **$6.00**

**C. #6358 Snorkel Squad.** This two man fire crew is always on the go. Hoist up the working fire cherry-picker to reach those high rise fires. A real three-alarm best. 141 pieces. **$13.25**

**D. #6480 Light and Sound Fire Truck.** With the flip of a switch you and all of LEGO Town will be put on the alert and hear two different siren sounds — beep, beep, or whee, whee. Lights will glow steadily or flash. Specially designed LEGO elements carry a 9 volt electrical current to the lights on this addition to LEGO Town. (9 Volt Battery not included.) Ages 7 & up. 106 pieces. **$23.00**
**E. #6526 Red Line Racer.** More racing fun is yours when you add this dragster to your race collection. Dragster features adjustable spoiler for realistic, racing fun. 41 pieces. $4.00

**F. #6381 Motor Speedway.** Start the two race cars from the announcer's booth, repair them with assorted pit area tools, and capture the results with a photo finish! You're the winner with all of this and five mini-figures. 185 pieces. Ages 7 & up. $19.25

**G. #5174 Grooved Tires and Hubs.** LEGO Town is on a roll! Assortment includes 8 small tires, 4 medium tires and 4 axles. 16 pieces. $3.25

**H. #6316 Flags and Fences.** Unfurl and fly your flags! Put up some fences around that property. This item includes two kinds of flags and fences. 38 pieces. $4.00

CALL NOW!
(203) 763-4011
8 am–8 pm Eastern Time
Building Action In Your Town

A. #6349 Vacation House. Build your vacation dream house. This modern designed hideaway features a furnished living room, skylights, outside patio, and of course, the car. 199 pieces. $22.50

B. NEW #1490 LEGO TOWN Bank. A must for every LEGO Town collector. Expand the scope of your LEGO Town with your very own specially designed LEGO Bank. Comes complete with mini-figures. Ages 7 & up. 186 pieces. $19.25

C. NEW #6355 Derby Trotter. It's off to the races with your Derby Trotter. Train your horses for the big Derby in this fully equipped stable. Jockey included. A perfect companion for the #6379 Riding Stable (sold separately). Ages 7 & up. 137 pieces. $13.25

D. #6379 Riding Stable. Tally Ho! Everything for horse and rider! Train your LEGO riders in the fine art of horsemanship at this well equipped riding school. Two horses, stable with stalls, drinking trough and hurdles included. 269 pieces. $26.00
Take Off on High Flying Adventures

E. #6688 Ambulance. On the double! The paramedic places the patient on the stretcher into the waiting ambulance bound for the LEGO Emergency Treatment Center. Ambulance comes complete with stretcher and two mini-figures. 135 pieces. $7.25

F. #5178 Airplane Elements. Your high flyers wanted them and now you can get them! This collection contains airplane elements galore — jet engines, propellers, and landing wheels. 17 pieces. $3.25

G. NEW #6356 Med Star I. It’s off to high-flying rescue adventures. This high powered rescue plane is complete with all the medical equipment to handle any emergency situation in a flash. Three mini-figures included. Ages 7 & Up. 149 pieces. $14.25

NEW Airport Plates. You can easily make your airport grow to be as big as you want. Add new runways to handle your growing air fleet. Two plates per package — a big 10" x 10".

For #6392 Airport
H. #5181 Taxi Airport Plates $5.75
I. #5180 Landing Pad & T-Junction $5.75

For #6396 International Jetport (#5159 and #5158 not pictured)
#5159 Taxi Airport Plates $5.75
#5158 Landing Pad & T-Junction $5.75
Keep Your LEGO Fleet On The Move

A. #6393 Big Rig Truck Stop.
   10-4! Good Buddy! Dual cranes with winches are just one example of the many unique pieces found in this set. This deluxe set comes complete with two rigs, a service bay and a tow truck. Different road plate layouts provide endless building possibilities. Includes a great rest stop for all five mini-figure good buddies! Ages 7 & Up. 586 pieces. $52.75

B. #6674 Tow Truck. Rescue stranded cars with this tow truck with working hook. Complete with tools and mechanic. This is a perfect accessory for use with any LEGO Town vehicle. 72 pieces. $7.75

C. #6693 Refuse Truck. Keep your LEGO Town clean with the working refuse truck. A dumping truck alternative model can also be built, but you must use your imagination (you’ll find a hint on the package). 104 pieces. $10.75
LEGO Police Calling Base...

D. #6450 Light and Sound Police Car. Scream to the crime scene in a flash! Lights either flash or glow continuously. By turning the electronic control switch, you can sound two different emergency siren sounds. (9 Volt battery not included). Ages 7 & up. 77 pieces. $18.75

E. NEW #6386 Police Command Base. Ready to jump into action! This specially designed police headquarters is equipped to handle any 911 emergency. Complete with heliport, police helicopter, motorcade and police cruiser to patrol your streets of LEGO TOWN. Ages 8–12. 358 pieces. $38.50

F. #6642 Police Helicopter. Be ready to jump into action. Patrol the streets of LEGO Town from the air and be prepared for any rescue or emergency mission. This police helicopter features a new cockpit with adjustable searchlights. 63 pieces. $6.00

CALL NOW!

(203) 763-4011
8 am–8 pm Eastern Time
Great Models — plus  Accessories

A. #6309 Town Figures.  Populate LEGO Town with these six mini-figures. This assortment includes a policeman, fireman, doctor and even a motorcycle. 30 pieces. $6.00

B. #6310 T Road Plates.
C. #6311 Curved Road Plates.
D. #6312 Straight Road Plates.
E. #6313 Cross Road Plates.
F. #5183 Hinges & Tilt Bearings. Now add moving parts to your models. Make doors open, windshields tilt up, trucks empty or anything else you can think of. 30 pieces. $2.50

G. #6317 Trees and Flowers. Landscape your LEGOLAND Town just like your home with this new assortment of trees and flowers. 24 pieces. $4.00

H. #5182 Hinges and Couplings. You'll make those necessary LEGO connections with these special elements. Extra hinges enable you to add moving walls and doors. Couplings will link your separate creations. Also, for use in LEGO Castle or Space, as well as other sets. 15 pieces. $2.50
The FUTURON Forces Energize The Galaxy

A. #6953 FUTURON Cosmic Laser Launcher. Control your FUTURON forces from this supersonic laser command base. Three mini-figure astronauts are behind the controls, tracking and coordinating the FUTURON explorations into new worlds. Includes surface vehicle for off-site expeditions. Ages 7 & up. 194 pieces. $33.00

B. #6925 FUTURON Interplanetary Rover. This supercharged land vehicle with its unique traction tires is for unlimited explorations. Equipped with turbo jetster to explore and scout ahead. Two mini figure astronauts and a programmed robot are included. Ages 7–12. 201 pieces. $21.00

C. #6770 Light & Sound Lunar Transporter Patroller. Roll around the most remote parts of any unexplored planet. The swivel hinges make any craters and rough terrain as smooth as moon dust. Your Lunar Patroller comes complete with an exploration vehicle, power trailer and astronaut. 118 pieces. $26.75

D. #6932 FUTURON Stardefender "200." Adventure triples when you disconnect the main module to form two extra transporters. Mini-figure astronauts quickly man stardefender through lifting center hatchway. Ages 7 & up. 243 pieces. $24.00
Blast Into New Stellar Adventures

A. #6941 BLACKTRON®
Battrax. This rolling menace is equipped with a transparent cockpit, fuel hoses and special rear spoiler with sensors. What can the BLACKTRON mini-figure astronaut be up to? Ages 8 & up. 276 pieces. **$27.00**

B. #6830 Space Patroller.
Blitz around remote planets with this winged spacecraft. The two jet engines detach and become robots to assist you on your journey. The blue transparent cockpit is a new element.
48 pieces. **$4.00**

C. #6972 Polaris-I Spacelab.
Establish your research outpost to discover the new frontiers of space. Large radar dishes probe the outskirts of space for signs of life — or unfriendly forces. Three guardian space astronauts stand watch — what will they find? 386 pieces. **$43.00**

D. #6783 Sonar Transmitting Cruiser. Travel the universe with this deluxe spacecraft. Comes with a crew, engine and space plane models that can be combined together. The light and sound features (requires a 9V battery, not included) one double and two single flashing lights and two different space sounds. 346 pieces. **$58.00**
E. **#6875 Hovercraft.** This specially designed sleek LEGO space Hovercraft explores new planets. Command your mini-figure astronaut to hover like a hummingbird close to the planet's surface. With a blink of an eye, the Hovercraft speeds away to more adventures. 88 pieces. $7.75

F. **#6894 BLACKTRON® Invader.** Command the carrier and transport the BLACKTRON astronaut from the voids of space. The Invader spaceship snaps apart and together in 3 main sections. Ages 7 & up. 156 pieces. $14.25

G. **#6990 Futuron Monorail Transport System.** Establish a new space exploration outpost with this fantastic 715 piece building set which adds a new theme to LEGO Space. Two sleek monorail transporters zip around ten running feet of track. Landing station and 5 astronauts are included. The ultimate LEGO building set. Requires 9V battery — not included. $155.00

H. **#6921 Monorail Accessory Track.** Travel to the farthest point of your LEGO universe. Add this set (#6921) to expand your #6990 Monorail transport system to over 18 running feet of track and watch the fun grow. $24.00
Great Accessories For Your Space Collection

A. #6703 Space Mini-Figures. A crew of 6 Space Explorers sets out to discover new planets. Each figure has a protective helmet, sun visor, space tool, and specially designed uniform. $6.00

B. #5172 Rocket Stages. Round bricks, rocket noses and tails give your space capsule the boost it needs. 30 pieces. $3.25

C. #5175 Space Elements. A 26-piece assortment of space elements from A to Z. A must for any LEGO astronaut. $3.25

D. #5173 Space Jets and Wings. You’ll find the most popular space elements in this special assortment, which includes sloping frames, space wings and space jet motors. 19 pieces. $3.25

E. #5176 Transparent Bricks. Transparent bricks give added realism to your LEGO space vehicles. This 19-piece assortment contains a wind-shield, a hinged roof access panel and all the extra brick elements shown. $3.25

F. #305 Crater Plates. Simulate a lunar landscape in a far-off galaxy. The crater plates will create just the right surface. Two 10" x 10" plates. $6.50

G. #454 Landing Plates. Two 10" x 10" plates — a landing strip and a space t-plate come with this package. $6.00
They can do almost anything—"EVEN FLOAT!"

Sail your LEGO fleet in the seas of your pool or bathtub. Solid one-piece hull design is watertight and snug. Special elements add the nautical touch to these seaworthy vessels.

A. #4010 Police Rescue Boat. Extend your LEGO Police onto the high seas with this 8" long boat. Realistic details include a below-deck cabin and diving equipment for search and rescue operations. 77 pieces. $15.50

B. #4020 Firefighter. There's a fire on the harbor; a tanker in flames 40 knots out to sea. Be your very own Firefighter. Featuring rotating water guns, movable capstan and hook, and working motor hatchway on this big 12" boat. 189 pieces. $28.50

C. #4030 Cargo Carrier. Aye! Aye! Captain! Load your carrier with precious cargo and set sail to port. Comes with opening hatchways, working cranes, and four loading containers. Over 16" long. When used with the Container Crane (#7823 on page 30), you can load cargo onto your LEGO train. 311 pieces. $44.00
“All Aboard” for Train Loads of LEGO Fun

Engineer your own fun and adventure with LEGO Trains. Our train system is more than just a train and some tracks. It has the scope and detail of an entire railroad.

A. #7722 4.5 V Battery Train. A sleek, swift LEGO engine powers your LEGO Railroad. This complete set includes 3 rail cars, a forklift truck, and loading platform. Plus enough track to make a large 37” × 27” oval layout. The building instructions show you how to build two different train models. Requires 3 "C" size batteries (not included). 476 pieces. $80.00

B. #7835 Manual Level Crossing. Train’s coming! You’ll have to stop your LEGO car at the crossing while the train passes. Includes a baseplate, two movable crossing gates and LEGO landscaping to make your train crossing identical with the ones in your town. 128 pieces. $21.00

C. #7823 Container Crane. You feel like a railworker. Move the crane in any direction and transfer cargo from a truck or boat onto your train. Many extras — a truck, two shipping containers, a railcar and two mini-figures — will keep you busy for hours. A perfect accessory to the LEGO Cargo Carrier (#4030) on page 29. 473 pieces. Ages 8 & up. $45.00
LEGO TRAINS

Ages 6 & Up

Take your LEGO Train Down these Tracks to More Fun

D. #7715 Push Along Train. Is your child fascinated by trains and loves to build? Start your young railwayman with this LEGO Push Train—a train to hold and push along its 27” circle track layout. Building instructions come complete for two different types of railway cars and track layouts. $49.50

E. #7813 Oil Tanker Rail Car. Now you can collect another unique rail car for your train system. Not available in any store. Please note: your battery train is designed to pull only 3 cars. To run this oil tanker, you must remove another rail car. 119 pieces. $16.50

F. #7839 Car Transport. Cars are heavy freight but with your Car Transport it’s no problem. Movable loading platform transfers the car right onto the railcar. Features control tower, rail car and two mini-figures. Ages 8–12. 331 pieces. $39.00

G. #7824 Train Station. You’d think it was Grand Central Station. Buy your tickets at the counter. Grab a bite at the snackbar and before you know it, the control tower will be directing the train into the station—right on time. A baggage truck and 9 mini-figures come with this set, along with many other unique elements. Ages 8 & up. 460 pieces. $51.00
Expand your Railroad with these Accessories

A. #7817 Crane Wagon Car. Got repair work to do! Here's the way to do it. This new crane railroad car can lift heavy cargo on and off the train. Stabilizer base keeps the rail car steady while you work. Please note: your battery train is designed to only pull 3 cars. If you wish to run this crane wagon you must remove another rail car. 146 pieces. $24.25

B. #7850 Straight Rails. Over 40 inches of track. Makes 8 straight track sections, each 5 inches long. $9.25

C. #7851 Curved Rails. Enough track sections for a 27" half circle. 8 curved track sections, each 5 inches long. $9.25

D. #7852 Switching Tracks. Two switching tracks allow you to add new routes to your LEGO Train System. Each switching track is 10" long. Arrives pre-assembled for quick changes to your railway. $11.00

E. #7857 Crossing Track. Now make that figure 8 with this new crossing track. 5 pieces. $8.75

F. #7859 Deluxe Train Track Kit. Convert your basic oval track into a 5 feet × 3½ feet double loop oval track. This deluxe kit includes the following items: 2 × #7850, 2 × #7851 and 2 × #7852. Regularly priced at $59.00. Now only $49.50
Discover the Secrets of the Mechanical World

A. #8865 Technic Test Car. A big 18 inches plus long. This new Test Car has an impressive range of functions including a rear mounted V-4 engine with working pistons and crankshaft, a gearbox with 2 gears plus neutral, and 4 wheel independent suspension which is the same system as on Formula-1 racers. Other working details include fully adjustable seats, pop-up headlights operated by a lever between the seats and rack and pinion steering. Complete with building instructions for the Test Car & Off Road Jeep! Power the Off Road Jeep with the #8700 Technic Power Pack (sold separately). For ages 11 & up. 898 pieces. $95.00

B. #8855 Prop Plane Model Set. You can build and pilot this fine replica of a Prop Plane. As you build, discover the technically realistic pieces and authentic functions. Unlimited building possibilities, this set comes with building instructions for a prop plane and a space shuttle type vehicle. From 10 & up. 574 pieces. $55.00

C. #8842 Go-Cart Model Set. This fiery red go-cart model looks just like the real thing—with specially designed tires and rack & pinion steering for the track. Try building the alternative model—a six-wheeled racer. 273 pieces. $29.50
Press the Airpump and its Pneumatic Power!

A. NEW #8862 TECHNIC Back-Hoe. Press the airpump, flick the switch — and move the earth! Authentic design and functions. The digger is powered by 3 pneumatic cylinders, providing complete variable control. Realistic functions include steering, working front-end loader and stabilizers. Ages 12 & Up. 664 pieces. $83.00

B. #8054 Motorized TECHNIC Universal Building Set. Motorized action and fun with the TECHNIC 4.5 volt motor. A real workhorse. Motorized elements help technical builders create models with real-life motorized functions — crane trucks, cars, go-carts, helicopters and more moving models (batteries not included). 206 pieces. Ages 8 & up. $47.00

C. #8853 TECHNIC Excavator. What realism on this new model. Drive your excavator with the steering controls atop the cab. Plus you have two controls for moving the “scoop”. For real moving fun, motorize your Excavator with #8700 (sold separately). Complete with detailed building instructions for two models — the Excavator and a Tow Truck! For Ages 10 & up. 332 pieces. $37.00
ACTION SETS—Are on the Move

D. #8712 Technic Action Figures. Three new action figures are awaiting your word to go on adventure. $7.50

E. #8620 Snow Scooter. This lowest priced Action Set includes a TECHNIC Action Man, snow scooter and skis. Building instructions for two models are also included. 100 pieces. $14.25

F. #8890 TECHNIC Idea Book. You’ll be constantly flipping the pages of the TECHNIC Idea Book, making everything from walking monster robots to sleek race cars. This 52-page resource offers fresh ideas and instructions for diverse types of models with many different functions. $4.50

G. #8640 Polar Copter. Speed into action and adventure. Action man pilots this 239 piece helicopter into the air for new Arctic exploration. Transform helicopter into a propeller-driven ice mobile for countless adventures. 239 pieces. $28.50

H. #8660 Arctic Rescue Unit. This set includes two TECHNIC Action Men, a base rescue unit, and snow plow for deep snow missions. Rack & pinion steering on both front and rear tires add realism to the fun of this set. Complete with action figures and building instructions for a Test Drilling Arctic Vehicle. 280 pieces. $44.00
LEGO TECHNIC Power Center

4.5 Volt Battery Power

A. #8700 TECHNIC Power Pack. Add life to your TECHNIC creations. This power pack activates many different models and functions. The control unit fits in your hand or can be built into the model. Includes assorted bricks and gears. Requires 3 "C" batteries (not included). 26 pieces. $33.00

B. #5100 Battery Rod. $9.50

C. #5101 4.5 V TECHNIC Motor. $14.50

D. #5109 Pneumatic Tubing. (23" & 39") $2.50

E. #5103 Pneumatic 2" Spring Pump. $2.50

F. #5104 Pneumatic 2" Cylinder. $2.50

G. #5105 Pneumatic 2 1/2" Cylinder. $3.25

H. #5106 Pneumatic Valves. $4.25

I. #5239 Cross Axles. 34 pieces. $3.75

J. #5265 Large Tires & Wheels. (Approx. 1" & 1 1/4") $3.75

K. #5266 Gear Wheel Assortment. 21 pieces. $3.75

L. #5242 Differential Gears. 19 pieces. $4.25

M. #5243 Gear Chain Links. 70 pieces. $4.25

N. #5244 Bulldozer Chainlinks. 54 pieces. $3.50

O. #5246 2 X-Large Tires & Hubs. (Approx 3 1/4") $5.50

P. #5247 Toggle Joints. 66 pieces. $3.50

Q. #5251 4 Shock Absorbers. $4.25

R. #5231 20 Yellow Beam & Plates. $3.25

S. #5232 20 Blue Beam & Plates. $3.25

T. #5249 Red Beam & Plates. $3.25

Pneumatic Power

Press the air pump, flick the switch—let air pressure do your work. Lifting, pulling, even picking things up!

... and Realistic Technical Accessories
Major Magnificent Models Plus

A. #5580 Highway Rig. A truck ready for the long haul with easy steering. Features moveable wind deflector, lift-hood for motor repair, working doors and roof access to sleep compartment. Over 12” long. Convert your big rig truck into a 4-wheel drive vehicle with work trailer. Ages 10 & Up. 637 pieces. $54.50

B. #5510 Off-Road 4 x 4. Make an off-road jeep or a 7” tow truck. Handle rugged off-road terrain for real adventures with steering functions. Ages 9 & Up. 269 pieces. $28.00

CALL NOW!

(203) 763-4011
8 am–8 pm Eastern Time
A New Look

#5590 NEW Whirl N' Wheel Super Truck. The biggest Model Team set! Over 21” long! Whirl to unreachable adventures with your very own Whirl N' Wheel Super Truck. Building instructions included for alternative, heavy duty, all terrain transport truck. 1,012 pieces. Ages 10 & Up. $84.00

CALL NOW!

(203) 763-4011
8 am–8 pm Eastern Time
ORDERING INFORMATION

Order By Phone—It's Fastest & Easiest

MasterCard and VISA Credit Card Holders may call in their orders weekdays from 8:00 AM to 8:00 PM (Eastern Time) by calling (203) 763-4011. We're sorry, but we cannot accept collect calls. To save time when ordering, please complete the order form including credit card information before you call. Thank you.

Mail Orders

Clearly print your name and address in space provided. Please give "Ship To" information if order is to be shipped to an address other than your own. Fill in daytime phone number in case we have a question about your order. Make checks payable to LEGO Shop At Home Service (SAHS). Please do not send cash. For credit card payments, please list all digits from your credit card, expiration date and include your signature.

Prices are effective through March 31, 1991.

Two Ways For Extra Fast Shipments

We are happy to announce our continuing service for all phone orders—express delivery by Federal Express is now available for an extra charge. There are two different kinds of Federal Express Service.

1. Standard Air Service gets your order within 48 hours from the time we ship. That means if you call us with your order on Monday morning, we'll ship on Tuesday, and you'll have your merchandise on Thursday!

2. Priority Service gets your order within 24 hours from the time we ship. That means if you call with your order on Monday morning, we'll ship on Tuesday, and you'll have your merchandise on Wednesday morning!

(Sorry, Express deliveries cannot be made to PO. Boxes.) Please ask for express service delivery and pricing information when calling to place your order.

To Order, Follow These Easy Steps:

Enter the item number of the product you want
Enter the number of items wanted
Enter the name of the item
Enter price
Enter Total Price

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalog Number</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
<th>Total Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5171</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Decorated Elements</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>9.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6349</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Vacation House</td>
<td>22.50</td>
<td>22.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CUSTOMER SERVICE

Order Information and Order Inquiries
If you need information regarding an order, a delivery date, or the availability of an item, please write to:
LEGO Shop At Home Service
P.O. Box 640
Enfield, CT 06082
or call (203) 749-0706 and ask for Shop At Home Service

Trouble finding a particular LEGO set at your favorite store? And can't find this item in this catalog either?

Then call us!!
If you can't find a store in your area that carries LEGO products, or if the store near you does not have the particular set you want, you may order directly from us depending on product availability. Call (203) 763-4011 for product information.
We are here to help you.

General Information
The LEGO Group takes great pride in DUPLO and LEGO brand toys. If we can be of service to you regarding our products, replacement parts, or any general questions, please contact us:
Consumer Affairs
LEGO Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 938
Enfield, CT 06082
or call (203) 763-3211 and ask for Consumer Affairs.

An Important Safety Message
LEGO & FABULAND items are not intended for children under 3 years of age. These items contain small parts. Our larger DUPLO Blocks are specially designed for children under 3.

Please follow indicated age recommendations.

LEGO Guarantee
YOUR SATISFACTION IS GUARANTEED. All of us at LEGO Shop-At-Home Service/LEGO Systems, Inc. take great pride in the quality of LEGO products and service we provide. If for any reason you are not entirely satisfied with your order, please contact us. Your satisfaction is our primary goal—and we do whatever it takes to make it right!

Many thanks for your quick and kind response regarding my two recent orders for my daughter's birthday. Both of the ladies I talked to were super and couldn't have been more accommodating. My 11 yr old son and 8 year old daughter play with LEGO products daily and you people are the best and so is your product. Again, many thanks.

Phoebe Woodland
Erving, MA

SPECIAL OFFER CENTER
Order anything in this catalog and you're entitled to order these items on the Special Offer Center at preferred prices. These items cannot be ordered by themselves. Supplies are limited. Orders filled on a first come first serve basis.

Offer good while supplies last

#1624 Holiday Decorations
AGES 6 & up. 106 pieces $4.00 ▲

#3668 Merry Go-Round
Ages 4-8. 45 pieces $18.75 ▲

#8040 TECHNIC Pneumatic Building Set
Ages 9 & up. 161 pieces $24.00 ▲

#3721 Clive & His Skateboard
Ages 4-8. 11 pieces $2.75 ▲